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Nurturing a Stance of Inquiry 

� Valuing and encouraging 
curiosity, sense of wonder, 
risk-taking, question asking 
� Notice and Wonder 
�  Alike and Different 
 







How can understanding 
different ways to decompose 
and compose 8 help you think 
about multiplying by 8?  













Big Ideas - Elaborations 



Learning Standards: 
Curricular Competencies and Content 



K-9 Curricular Competency 

� Develop, demonstrate, and 
apply mathematical 
understanding through 
play, inquiry, and problem 
solving 

 



Definition of Inquiry:  
from curriculum glossary 
 



Spectrum of Inquiry 



Spectrum of Inquiry 

� Range of inquiry experiences 
� Responsive, contextual 
�  Findings known to unknown, who decides 

on content, who chooses questions, 
materials and methods 

� Regardless of starting point, goal is to move 
to student-generated questions, problem-
posing and inquiry 



� What are some examples 
of inquiry-based 
experiences in 
mathematics and where 
do they fall on the 
spectrum of inquiry? 



K-9 Curricular Competency 

� Connect mathematical 
concepts to each other 
and to other areas and 
personal interests 

 



Making Connections 

� math to self 
� math to world 
� math to math 



Inquiry Cycle Starting Point 
or 

Provocation 

Wondering, 
Asking 

Questions, 
Posing 

Problems 

Investigating  

Sharing, 
Consolidating 

and 
Reflecting 



Playful Inquiry 
� playing with materials 
� playing with language 
� playing with ideas 



� How does your image of 
teacher shift as you think 
about teaching and 
learning through inquiry? 



� the students’ wonders and interests 
� the big ideas and curricular content & 

competencies 
� making math to math, math to self or 

math to world connections 
� a starting point 

Where do provocations come from? 



What can be a provocation? 

� materials or tools 
� a question, a story, a puzzle or problem 
� informational text or graph 
� local or global news 
� an issue important to the students – 

school-based, social justice, 
environmental 



� Direct Prompt  

� Implied Prompt                            
through Modeling 

 
� Open Exploration 

Provocations 



�  What stories live within…? 
�  What do you notice? What do you wonder? 
�  What is the relationship between….? 
�  What are the connections between…? 
�  What happens when…? 
�  How many different…? 
�  How do these materials help you think 

about…? 
�  Where do we see…in the world? 

Some frames for provocations… 



�  Planning with intention – knowledge of curriculum and 
your students 

�  Being thoughtful about what materials will be offered 
�  Create opportunities for collaboration 

�  Choose a big idea, core or curricular competency and/ 
or content/concept 
�  How will you provoke thinking and learning? 
�  What materials will you use? 
�  Will you use a direct prompt, an implied prompt through 

modeling or an open exploration provocation? 
�  How do you anticipate your students will engage with your 

provocation? 
�  How will students’ learning be made visible? 

Developing Provocations 



Creating openings and capturing wonders 

� Patterning Inquiry – a focused study 
 
� Eagle Inquiry 

� Susan Point – a study of her artwork 

Opportunities for Inquiry  
or Project Work 



Can you make a pattern with the 
same colour or object? 

Patterning Inquiry – What is a pattern? 
What do your students wonder about patterns? 

How can you use their questions to inspire your study of patterns?  







What patterns can be found on jerseys? 



Eagle Inquiry 
Began with a nature walk and 
students’ questions about eagles 





Where does math live in Susan 
Point’s spindle whorl art? 









Playful Mathematical Routines 
�  The curricular competencies are 

embedded in mathematical routines. 
� Routines provide an opportunity to be 

playful with mathematical ideas. 
� Examples include Counting Collections 

and WODB. 
 



Sources for Inquiry Questions 

robertkaplinsky.com 



Content Knowledge for Teachers 

John Van de Walle 
 
Marian Small 
 
Kathy Richardson 
 
Catherine Fosnot 



thank you! 

�  jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca 
�  on Twitter @jnovakowski38 
�  district blog: 
http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/ 


